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when lily first meets harry, she is under the protection of severus snape, who lives in the same house as her mother,
narcissa malfoy. snape is intrigued by her and takes advantage of her relationship with harry to gain information
about voldemort. they meet up and talk to each other in the school grounds and he is initially impressed with her.

however, as the two talk, snape becomes suspicious of lily and ron's relationship, as ron has just confessed to her that
he is a wizard. despite his good intentions, snape blackmails harry into helping him to steal lily's diary from her as he
wants to know more about her. harry refuses but is unable to resist the lure of power as he agrees to help snape and
takes the diary. snape is shocked to discover that harry has done him a favour by helping him to obtain the diary, but
is delighted that he can use the diary against harry. snape searches for the diary but does not find it, even when he

destroys the rest of it. later, harry discovers the diary in snape's classroom and snape was being exceptionally careful
not to leave it about. snape decides that he is going to protect harry by allowing him to go through his books. snape
believes that the diary will help him to understand harry and him to protect him. snape tells harry that he has a close
connection with voldemort as his mother is an imperius curse victim. snape then notices that harry's scar has started

to hurt and reveals that he has a connection with voldemort as well. when he discovers that harry has the diary, snape
challenges harry to a duel. the two duel in the astronomy tower and harry tells snape that voldemort has killed his

parents and that he intends to kill him as well. as the two duel, severus snape reveals that voldemort is going to kill
harry's family and himself as well, since he has not yet won the elder wand. harry defeats snape and snape is killed,

as he is unable to resist the killing curse.
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in the book version, harry potter was hit by the invisibility cloak while protecting his friends, the trio, from bellatrix
lestrange's attack. when harry was hit, he turned to stone. this is the first time in the film version harry turns to stone.
theatrical release harry potter and the deathly hallows: part 2 (2011) is the sequel to the 2010 film harry potter and

the deathly hallows. it is the sequel to the seventh and final film in the harry potter film series written by british author
j.k. rowling. it is the score to the motion picture of the same name. the musical score was composed and conducted by

the french film composer alexandre desplat, famous for his work for blockbusters such as godzilla and the imitation
game (both on 180 gm vinyl). the soundtrack was nominated for a grammy award and it won the san diego film critics

society award for best score. harry potter and the cursed child is a play by j.k. rowling and jack thorne based on the
harry potter books and the cursed child is a play by jack thorne based on the harry potter books. it is the eighth and
final installment of the harry potter series, and it was first published in july 2016. the play was made into a movie of
the same name on july 31, 2018. harry wakes up from his coma, and ron and hermione explain to him that he has
been in a coma for nearly three years. he has woken up as the baby harry, meaning he is also a half-blood, and as

such can't go back to hogwarts. he is now living with mrs. weasley and the weasleys, and he has been given the name
harry james potter. the weasleys are overjoyed with their new son, who resembles them. as he grows older, he plays

with his baby sister ginny and his baby brother james, and enjoys playing pranks on people. he has yet to meet draco,
who is born in the film. harry learns that dumbledore is now a death eater and has been imprisoned by voldemort. he

stays at the dursley home for the rest of his education, before leaving for hogwarts to complete his studies in the
summer. mrs. weasley comes to tell him that he has a new father, and that he has a half-brother, james sirius potter,

who is a wizard. 5ec8ef588b
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